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Technical bit from Roger.

(Read from the bottom to the top to get

it in chronological order)

RE: 1929 Scott Flyer

Your engine

The one possibly vital piece of extra information was the fact that one

door had no gasket but had a steel ring

Look carefully at the steel ring.  It might have a cut at about 30 degrees in

it.

Where the rods are fed into the engine, there are two parking positions

see pic above

The wall between the bottom of the cutouts and the rear seating face for



the door gasket is rather thin

When some folks have difficulty assembling, they sometimes use more

force than advisable and break this thin wall

In a bid to restore the wall, a ring is fitted, sometimes made slightly

oversize and with an inclined split so it can be eased into the undercut at

the bottom of the second larger bore diameter

My advice is to reassemble with a gasket here and maybe if under closer

inspection, you can see possible evidence of an air route, the following

Take a door gasket and with some spirit on a rag, rub off most of the

graphite coating on one side of the gasket only

Degrease the steel ring in situ

Apply about a 2mm bead of RTV silicone sealant all round the steel ring

face

Place the gasket, cleaned face down over the ring

Smear a thin film of grease on the inner seating faces of the door

Clamp the door snugly in position and leave for a couple of hours

This should cure any door leaks if there were any

Rings

Measurement by calliper is enough, and I would suggest you check inside

of skirt diameter and skirt if pistons to check clearance while you have it

down

Also check top of skirt just under rings if the jaws of your vernier are

long enough

Plug gaps are reduced to make the voltage necessary to jump the gap less

If there is a weakness in the mag windings or insulation, then this can

make a difference

It will not adversely affect performance

I do not think the ring stops or the rings will in themselves cause your

problems

I suggest you do the few bits I suggest and reassemble it and try it

If you still have problems, do the oil in pilgrim and spray round WD40

bit

Use 40 or 50 weight straight classic mineral oil in the bike and pilgrim set

to one drop every fifth pulse

If you are still suffering air leaks,  put about 100cc mineral oil on the

petrol

It will smoke a bit but the sealing will improve

Never use modern synthetic oils the film is too thin

Finally and of course most obvious

Fit a new set of spark plugs



For long reach 14mm applications I use NGK BPR5EIX Iridium point

plugs as they burn off oil nicely and the thin electrode needs less voltage

to fire it

Dear Steve

I assume that you had rotated the piston to demonstrate the gap visually

within an inlet port!  (yes,  I rotated the pistons so I could view the ring

gaps  -  I sprayed some WD40 on the rings and bore first)

Rings

This is not a works ring stop or Silk practice  - this was my fear.

I use round ring stops from taper pins driven just a little more than 50%

ring groove depth   the pins on my pistons are only just driven below the

piston OD - so currently  it is not possible to fit the rings over the pins.

The rings are then gapped to 0.009” in the bores, then notches filed in to

allow each ring end to fit over the pin by about 60% of pin head diameter

to ensure working clearance. This is what I expected, and have seen in

other two stroke engines ( e.g. bantam).

I would check bores and compare with standard and overbore sizes of late

Meriden Triumph twins, as you can buy these quite readily.  How acurate

does the measurement have to be (are we talking a vernier caliper or

something more specialised e.g. an internal micrometer)?

Do you think using the existing rings with large gaps will have any

detrimental affect (other than compression and performance )?

In an ideal world I would have just bought some new +060 pistons and

rings -but as you know , this is not curretnly an option.  In an effort to get

the bike running in good time for the Banbury run , I am tempted to re-

assmeble it with the existing rings (some club memebrs have told me they

have run with larger gaps in the past - but these may the  'bodgers' you

alluded to).

Remember I am not looking to race this machine, I just want to use it for

club runs and solo riding - as long as it will bat along at 40-50 mph, that

will be enough performnce for me!

If you ignore the spitting, the engine actually ran quite well with these

large ring gaps. I measured the compression before taking the barrels off,

it seemed quite low to me,

Should I be thinking about pulling the pins out, to check their dimensions

and the hole dimensions and then refitting them to 50% of ring depth?

then fitting new stepped end rings.



Spitting

I would close plug gaps to 0.010” first and see if this makes any

difference - I'll give this a go, when the engine is reassembled, the gaps

are curretnly 0.025"  - what will do you expect this do ?

Next discount air leakage. On reassembly, I intend using silicon sealant to

make sure no leaks

First check main bearing glands.

Remove top cover and plastic window of Pilgrim pump.

Fill each well 75% with 40 or 50 weight straight mineral oil

Start engine to fast tickover

Does the oil level in each well go down at the same speed

Can you notice that the engine seems any more even than usual.  Will

give this a go when I have the engine back together again

General test for air leaks

Engine at fast tickover

Spray WD40 round all sealing faces, Doors, Transfer ports etc  on

disassmebly I noticed that there was no gasket on the LHS  door cover,  It

appears at some time in the past a steel ring had been fitted tot he

crankcase and this looks like a gasket - so presumably a previous owner

thought this was the gasket!  could this leak be a casus eof the spitting

problem ?

If revs rise you have found an air leak

Check exhaust is not partially blocked - have taken exhaust system off - it

is clean and unblocked.  I did find a small hole in the manifold  ( which I

have temorarily sealed).

If your engine is partially dismantled check piston to bore clearance

skirt bottom 0.004”

Skirt top 0.008”

Ring lands 0.012”

If engine is fully dismantled   I have only taken the barrels off, I did not

want to dissemble the cranks unless absolutely necessary

Check carefully for condition of gland faces and mating face at rear of

main bearing cup which should be perfectly flat and free from tears

Check visually the one inch stem of the crank where the gland is located

If all is ok then whatever slight marking you see will be equal all round

If you see distinct fret marking on one side only, then the axis of the taper



in the flywheel has been compromised and the gland is not able to seat

correctly on it’s seating face.

Please understand that to rebuild a Scott engine correctly needs not only

engineering understanding, but also access to appropriate machinery and

equipment.

It has been an unfortunate fact that following the closure of Scott works

facilities, engines were often rebuilt where these conditions were not to

hand

It has been the sad results of such misguided endeavours that have done

so much to unfairly tarnish the good name of the Scott

I have received many such engines in distress brought by owners in a

similar state.

Fear not, whilst I am a mechancial engineer, I have spent my professional

career behind a desk analysing stresses/designing pressure vessels - I am

aware of my 'practical' limitations .

These are a few pointers, but I ask you to understand that it is impossible

to compress 40 plus years of experience into a few lines

Kindest Regards

Roger

From: Steve Gibbon @ Virginmedia [mailto:gibbonsj@virginmedia.com]

Sent: 08 May 2012 21:17

To: roger@mossengineering.co.uk

Subject: 1929 ScottFlyer

Hi Roger,

I am fairly new Scott owner - I have a 1929 Flying squirrel Tourer

(600cc).

I bought it at auction about a year ago and have recently got it MOT'd and

running.  However, all the time it is running, it spits terribly badly

through the carburetor (a 3 -jet Binks).  When running it actually goes

quite well - easily motors along the local dual carriage way at 40-50mph -

but still spits.   I have tried adjusting the air and timing levers as I drive

along, but cannot find a spot where there is no spitting.  I have a place in

this years Banbury run, so I really want to get the Scott running nicely in

time for this.

Members of my local SOC thought the spitting may be caused by the carb

flooding the engine or possibly the timing.  A member loaned me an

Amal carb of one of his bikes - it actually made the spitting worse ( you



could see flames inside the carb throat!!).  A local member also checked

my timing and judged it to be ok.  The net result was they suggested I

take the barrels off to check the pistons were fitted the correct way - they

were.

The only thing odd that I have noticed is that the piston ring gaps look

very large.  The rings are located by large pins ( same diameter as the ring

grooves).  The rings have been cut with square ends ( so they do not

'cover' the pins) - this is not what I expected ,  but am told it is 'normal.

I enclose a photograph to give you an idea of the gaps. I did not try to

measure them accurately (can't get my feelers into the gaps, with the rings

in the piston grooves - would need some pin gauges to measure these

accurately, or else take the rings out of the pistons ), but estimated them

by comparison to feeler gauges.  The gaps are at least:

Right hand top ring = 0.035"

Right hand lower ring = 0.056"

Left hand top ring =0.035"

Left hand lower ring = 0.030"

This is a lot more than the 0.009" recommended,  hence my request - can

you supply  new piston rings for +0.060 pistons ?

r



Autopsy on a Short Stroke

Flyer

(Those of a nervous disposition should skip the next

few pages)

For the rest of us Ghouls. Read on!

This story started as many do, with a contact from Scott owner Roger

Cooper for advice about a problem with his engine.  The main problem

was that the engine was reluctant to fire on both cylinders.

 I suggested the normal first line tests of spraying WD40 around all joints

with engine running, to see if there was any response to this, but there

was none.

I next advised to remove the top cover and plastic window from the top of

the pilgrim pump and to fill each of the two wells almost full with straight

mineral oil of about SAE 40 or 50 viscosity.  The engine should then be

started and the oil level in the pump wells observed to see if either went

down more quickly than the other.

 It was reported back that although there was not so much difference in

the speed at which the oil level fell, the engine that had been reluctant to

run on two cylinders, had, for a short time, run more evenly on two

cylinders.  This indicated that there was a leakage of air past the gland on

one side at least and that the greater volume of fairly thick oil had to

some extent temporarily partially reduced these losses thus enabling that

lame cylinder to fire .  At this point, I suggested that the engine should be

brought in and stripped for investigation.

A date was arranged and Roger Cooper who lives reasonably close

brought in the engine.  Welcome Roger C, first the house rules.  It is my

absolute condition that I am not told the name of the previous rebuilder.

In any club, it would be too great a temptation for an owner to circulate

comments to the effect that “Roger Moss said this about your engine”!

No good could come of this and long standing resentments caused.



 It is absolutely accepted that all rebuilders carry out their work with the

best of intentions within their own experience and available resources.  If

I dwell on this a little, I hope you will bear with me.  I spent most of my

working life designing and making high accuracy special machine tools

for the likes of Rolls Royce, Jaguar, Ford and Daimler Benz.

Companies of this ilk recognise that a job is either correct or it is totally

unacceptable.  There is no middle ground for the “Good Enough” or

“Only slightly scrap”!  I have always been very comfortable with this

philosophy as if you adhere to it, you can have self-respect and sleep at

night.

Having got that out of the way, we can continue.  The engine is secured

to my engine building table which has the facility to rise and fall, rotate

and change angle from horizontal to vertical.  I am very lucky to have this

unit which was specially made about 40 years ago for building the robots

used to remotely deal with bombs in Northern Ireland.

Our first action is to remove the spark plugs and clamp a holder for a dial

test indicator (Subsequently we will call this “a clock”) to the side wall of

the case and measure runout of the flywheel.  This will tell us if the

engine has ever been assembled without the correct procedure and the

hardened tapers have become loose and fretted inside the soft steel taper

sockets of the flywheel.  If this occurs, then the axis of rotation can

become compromised and cause significant problems.  If the flywheel

runs out of true, then the first result will be vibration.  If the tapers in the

flywheel are out of truth, then it follows that the hardened taper stems of

the cranks and thus the entire crank will also run out of truth. Just inboard

of the tapered stem of the crank is a one inch diameter ground diameter

on which is closely fitted the cylindrical locating section of the hardened

and ground main bearing gland.  This gland has a flanged end face which

is pushed in close spring loaded parallel contact with the rear gland face

of the main bearing cup.  Any significant out of truth, or wobble in the

crank will prevent the gland from seating correctly and performing it’s

sealing and oil admission duties.  The clock recorded five thou runout on

the side face of the flywheel and about three thou on the rim.  Not perfect

but I have seen worse, so let us proceed.

 Remove transfer port covers (TCP’s) and examine the gaskets to see if

there is any signs of air leakage paths.  Next unwind the barrel holding

down bolts about 3/16” and fix up a pair of scissor jacks underneath

opposite bolt heads and with a little push, the block rises.  Remove the

bolts and pull off the block.  The pistons have a strange look about them

as though they have been turned on a lathe. Not one of Ken Lack’s I think

to myself.  Clamp the flywheel and release the crankpin screws, remove

outer roller plates.  These have seen long use and have a slight dish.  A



small magnet removes the rollers and after the flywheel clamp is

removed, we can remove the rods and pistons.

Mop out the crank chamber wells with a clean tissue for each side and

examine any debris on the tissue minutely for evidence of metal particles

that would indicate inter component contact.

We have laid out clean kitchen roll on the bench and the items, having

had most of the oil wiped off are placed in the appropriate positions.

First a visual inspection which shows considerable wear on the side of the

RH piston  This indicates that the piston is not standing truly vertical in

the cylinder and is fighting the cylinder wall.  This must be investigated

further later.  Rods in fibre vice jaws in vice, take out gudgeon pin

circlips, Examine carefully the inside faces for signs of polishing.  If the

alignment of the rod little end is out of true and the rod tries to escape

downhill under combustion pressure it will push the gudgeon pin against

the downhill circlips and eventually force it out.  The next thing is badly

scoured bores.  Next fit gudgeon pin fitting and extraction fixture, apply

heat with a B&D domestic electric heat gun and remove the gudgeon



pins.  Now we will go to that feature that is very often at the root of short

engine life problems, the alignment of the rod little end bush bores.

Use the inspection fixture and two clocks and we find one rod has five

thou run on the pin in both inclination and twist while the other has five

thou inclination and one thou twist. The accuracy should be within one

thou per inch in both axis.    Next we check the axis of the gudgeon pin

bore in the pistons,  As suggested by the appreciable side wear, the axis

of the pin hole had an error of 0.004”   At this point I mentally estimate

the potential life of this engine as five hundred miles maximum with

significant potential damage to the engine.

The out of truth of the gudgeon pin bores in the rods will cause the rod to

want to skate to the lowest point when combustion pressure is applied

above.  This is what rapidly wears out the big end bearing and causes the

roller plates to become dished.  Scott’s chased a hare for years, believing

that big end problems were due to lack of lubrication.  Not so, it was due

to a slim rod wagging from side to side in use.  Roller bearings will not

tolerate any degree of out of truth as the loadings are then not taken over

the full surface of the rollers, but on the edges only.  I admit to being a bit

of an engineering purist, but in addition to jig boring the rod little end

bushes accurately, I measure and shim the little end of the rod in the

piston so that the rod had no option but to stay upright and thus square

on it’s rollers.

Next we have a closer look at the bores and measure size and taper.

About one thou difference in both bores, but two thou smaller at the

bottom of the bore.  This is caused by a combination of tool wear and

increasing lack of stability of the boring bar as it feeds further out.  Sorry

about this.  It is my machine tool background coming out!

Not a class act but serviceable and if necessary I could put my Sunnen

hone down the bore and straighten it up.  One thing I have not done yet

and would be sensible as it looks like the metal cutting on this job was

done on fairly rudimentary equipment, would be to check that the axis of

the bores are square to the seating face on the block.

OK we have the bore sizes, now let us have a look at the pistons.  What

we are ideally looking for is that the skirt of the piston should be four

thou (0.1mm) smaller than the bore in the barrel.  The skirt should taper

until just below the rings it is eight thou (0.2mm) smaller than the bore.

When I make pistons I reduce the diameter of the ring lands and the top

0.5mm  of the skirt another 0.1mm so that this is twelve thou (0.3mm)

smaller than the bore.  In this case if though faulty carburetion, an air

leak or incorrect ignition timing, you have a “Nip up” then this extra

clearance will help to prevent aluminium being wiped over the ring



grooves and sticking the rings in and thus making it necessary to strip the

barrel off to free the rings.

 Now let us measure up these pistons --- oh dear, they have been turned

on a lathe exactly parallel, but in order to give enough clearance at the top

hot end to avoid seizure, the bottom skirt has also over nine thou

clearance.  Not only will they clatter badly but there will be considerable

leakage on the mixture inlet side where sealing is controlled by the fit of

the skirt of the piston in the bore rather than the piston rings which

control above piston events.  Roger Cooper is starting to worry about

costs and asks if the pistons can be used.  As much as I infinitely prefer to

restore an engine to perfect health and better, I must try to accommodate

the financial constraints on the customer.

I remember telling one distraught customer that my advice would be to

buy a simple popular four stroke as it was clearly beyond his means to

rebuild the pile of junk he had bought.  As I have often said, any problem

can be solved if you throw enough money at it, but do you have that kind

of money and is it worth it to you?  To Roger I say that I certainly would

not consider it for myself, but if necessary, yes they would work, if not

perfectly.  At this I understand that I will have to rebore and rebush the

defective gudgeon pin bore on one of the pistons.

The usual convention is that the bottom skirt edge of a piston is a plane

datum face and the internal bore inside the bottom portion of the skirt is

the position datum.

If you stand the piston on it’s bottom face and put a right angle square up

against each side, you should see exactly the same slight gap at the top of

the skirt each side.  I do this to this piston and find that the test with the

square shows the piston sides are at an angle to both the bottom face and

the pin bore.  To rectify the axis of the pin bore I would first have to set

up and re skim the bottom face so I could stand on it to correct the pin

bore.  You can understand why I try to organise a supply of new quality

pistons  when you start to work out how many hours you can spend trying

to rectify things like this.

 I would like a set of your caged big ends says Roger.  Ah yes, but let us

check your rod big ends.  Sorry Roger, the big ends a have been opened

out plus five thou and oversize crankpin bushes made.  My cages fit

standard sizes not oversizes.  Another discussion about can we use the

existing rod big ends, Well, I wouldn’t brag about them to my mother, but

yes they would do a fair few miles if the little ends were true,  but please



promise me you will not advertise this for sale in the future with a full

Moss rebuilt engine.

While we are on that subject, I keep full details of every job I have done

so if any reader is offered a bike with a Moss engine, check with me first.

There will be a four figure number on the rear bottom LH edge of the

case.

I tell Roger that he is lucky we have stripped this engine as it had the

potential to commit Hari Kari, but these problems were not what had

stopped it running properly.  Now we need to strip the flywheel and crank

assembly.  Clamp the flywheel and remove the locknut on the main crank

bolt

I will not put this back as I have never had a crank centre bolt come loose

in over forty years of racing and I do not use them with Moss cranks.

Now slacken the centre bolt about three turns.

A piece of brass about 3/8” x 2” x 10” long and a small lump hammer is

prepared.  Roger C looks apprehensive.  Turn the flywheel so one

crankpin is at 90 degrees to the top face.  Place brass  bar on to crankpin

bush and smite the brass bar with the lump hammer (Smiting is good in

moderation)

The flywheel assembly whizzes round in response to your efforts so now

reposition the crankpin on the opposite side and repeat the smite.  You are

wriggling the crank first one way then another and you generally need to

hit the crankpin bush about three times in each direction before you hear

the note given out when you hit the crankpin go “Dead”  This means that

side is free, so repeat on the other side and when that sounds dead,

unscrew the centre bolt further and tap it on the end and the opposite side

crank will come out.  Collect all the main bearing rollers wipe off and put

on bench in correct position.

Put an aluminium or brass rod down the flywheel from the side the crank

has been removed and tap out the second crank whilst being sure to

restrain the flywheel as it is uncomfortable if it rolls out and drops on

your foot!



Now let us have a look at the crank and gland assemblies we still have

together on the bench.  The working face of the gland has a rib of metal

about 1/8” radial width on its inner edge but beyond this the face has been

torn so that the rest of the face is about ten thou lower and therefore a gap

exists when the gland is spring loaded against the gland face of the main

bearing cup.  No wonder it would not run as this allowed a massive air

leak through the centre clearance bore in the cup. The other side was

similar but not so bad.



I now looked at the one inch stem of the crank and here on one side was

the heavy bright wear marking that indicated that the crank was running

with a wobble and imparting in turn a wobble on the gland, which under

the influence of it’s spring was trying to seat squarely on the cup rear

seating face.  The wobble prevented this, so we had what is graphically

described in engineering as a “fight condition”

Next we must find out if the main bearing cups are still secure, as they

have a tendency for the metal of the bore into which the main bearing cup

has been fitted to compact over the years and to lose the grip on the main

bearing cup when the case is warm.

We heat the case till we can only just bear our hand on it for a short while

then pass a brass bar through one cup bore and tap the back face of the

other two or three firm but not excessive blows.  While we are doing this

we must watch carefully to see if there is any movement.  We tried both

sides and they seemed firm which is good as otherwise the shrink rings

and cups would have to be removed, the bores re skimmed and new cups

made and fitted.  The cup bores are shabby but could bear more service.

The gland faces of the cups are also well substandard.

In conclusion this has not been a happy day for me.  On one side we have

a set of components with hardly any part in a condition I would prefer to

see.  On the other side we have an owner who is a very decent human

being but without the funds to do a complete job.  I need to find the most

economical solution to re erect this engine in a useable state with at least

50% of a normal life expectancy ahead of it.

I am now advised that he is to write an account of his experience with this

bike for a magazine.  I must be sure that this does not include a road test

with a Moss motor, for if my name is on the line it might be better for

him to find a rebuilder with less scruples, but then, I suppose a previous

owner already has!

What did we decide to do?  Luckily we do not build engines with the

original Scott gland system, but use synthetic seals not available to Alfred

Scott in 1908.  The seal sits in a small bronze housing in the bore of the

cup.  The steel screwed ring that forms the rear retaining wall for the

main bearing rollers is replaced with an aluminium bronze screwed disc

with a face that will run in close proximity to the original rear gland face

of the cup and thus control end float.  To finish the set, a small non return

valve is positioned under each of the oil feed elbows.  This system will



tolerate much of the lack of alignment that comes with age and misguided

maintenance.  Where the flywheel tapers are badly damaged, we have

replacement centre hubs with all nice new tapers in high tensile steel.

The flywheel centre is bored out and a new centre fitted and Presto, it is

better than new.

Anything else Sir, Ah yes, can I have one of your flywheel weight rings

which convert Harry Shackleton’s ten pound flywheel to Alfred’s

fourteen pound version and greatly smoothes the engine.  I have a lot of

time for Alfred.  Now there was a real engineer!

The final conclusion of this saga is that I agreed to pull in a strip and

assess job, but I did not say I would then put this job in front of several

others in a long queue.  I phone Eddie Shermer who would do the work

fairly quickly if I supplied all the pieces from my stock.  This ended up

including recon rods and caged big ends.  In the near future we look set

fair to be able to offer more appropriate pistons also.

Hmm! Time to switch off the overhead operating theatre inspection

light, take off the surgeons green smock, facemask and gloves! But

goodness me! What is that lying on the floor?

Cripes! a young Scott Intern who can’t stand the sight of such carnage

deep within the Scott’s body!

 You can’t get the staff you know!!

Roger Moss.



Triumph in the West
 EJ Parkin 1995

Clearances!

At 6 am I wake to a steady drizzle, too heavy for midges to fly through!

The rear tyre is almost bald and I ponder the problem through breakfast.

Fresh fruit this morning with a couple of cups of tea to wash it down. I

plan the day. First, pack up and find some petrol. Should be no problem

as Ullapool is quite a large place. Next, back tyre, there is no way I wish

the journey to end with a relay back to Hopeman via the breakdown

services, so I will try to finish under my own power still sticking to the

original route.

I am packed and ready to go by 7am. We tiptoe away from the sleeping

Germans pushing the outfit. A reasonable distance away I start up and try

to leave the site! I can't get out! The path is too steep to climb! I decide to

take a run at it. Unfortunately, this means pushing the bike back to my

original starting point by the tent of the sleeping Germans. There is no

alternative to this plan as there is a sharp left-hand bend before the exit

and I have to have sufficient speed to escape. Thundering past the, by

now, ex-sleeping Germans I swerve left, sidecar wheel lifting, and give it

the gun! No joy and I have to go back again. Dark Wagnerian mutterings

float in the air as I try again. Still no good! Even worse the sidecar lifts

and deposits me unceremoniously into the bushes! Picking myself from

the brambles I wedge my back against the basket and, with the use of a

broken branch, lift the outfit onto the road! Was that a faint cheer I heard

in the distance? I deduce the Germans are as pleased as I am to be on my

way!

Ullapool is dead! Every petrol station is closed. It means waiting till 9am,

so I decide to use my spare can and then refill at Ledmore Junction. How

wonderful to thunder through the sleeping town.



As we pass by the campsite I swear I heard a groan! I could be wrong

though! Within ten minutes I am stopped changing the belt. The drizzle

has stopped but it is very cold and I fumble with the spanners as I go

through the well rehearsed routine. We rev to the top of the climb and

replace the belt. I am really looking forward to a good long run to

Ledmore Junction.

Still no traffic and I give it a "gobful" as the trials boys say. We blast up

the hills, sheep scattering before us on the road. This is real boy racer

stuff, a time to let our hair down. After all the care and coddling I have

lavished over the past year this is my playtime and I use it to the full!

As the hills and inclines loom I vow not to change down if I can possibly

help it. The throttle has never been open so far. The motor bellows its

defiance to the hills as we clatter upwards and onwards, the exhaust

sounding like a Gatling gun reverberating off the rough hewn walls of

stone through which the road had been blasted. The way I ride this

machine borders on the maniacal and reckless! It is about time the

pussyfooting stopped and I found out what these things are capable of. I

remember seeing photographs of Triumphs being used in sprints, hill

climbs, racing and pacemaking. So they should be capable of putting up

with a bit of full throttle work! Remember that confidence was the

keyword? Well, now we use the confidence built up during 1000 miles of

testing and the previous few days.

 The bike doesn't let me down! I throw it into bends, wrench it around

corners. The sidecar wheel lifts on left handers, I shift my weight to

counteract the lift. The blood coursing through my veins with delight. A

really long hill appears, I don't know where it was or what it was called.

Nothing matters anymore except the roar of the engine, the blast of the

cold morning air and the physical effort required to overcome this hill.

Full throttle, more oil, crouching down to lessen the wind resistance.

Every little thing improves our chances, everything now becomes

important as we maximise the senses and focus all our effort. The pedals

come into use, I feel pumped up with adrenalin as it takes more and more

effort to climb. 'Give in' says my body, 'no way' says the brain. Heart rate

rises, sweat breaks out despite the low temperature and pain is accepted,

held, used to motivate the brain. It is a self perpetuating cycle, we cannot

fail! This is life! This is motorcycling in its purest form! This is Heaven!

The hill succumbs to this onslaught, it had no other option, as we crest the

rise and reap the rewards of our efforts! A misty, moisty morning view.

Visibility is not great and perhaps our bout of high spirits was masked

from the population.



But that was pure enjoyment!

The skies slowly clear and the countryside becomes bleak in the extreme

with open moorland dotted with Lochans here and there. Spectacular

drops appear on our left as we climb through Knockan, the overrun

sounding magnificent as we drop into Elphin. A guy waves from the

grounds of the Rare Breed Centre in the village, I feel a bit of a rare breed

myself and return his greeting with gusto as I sweep on towards Ledmore.

All the full throttle work takes its toll on the fuel consumption and I

search for a petrol station. Roadsign! Ledmore 3 miles, not much sign of

civilisation. I carry on, a white sign looms in the middle of nowhere

displaying two words which make my spirits hit my boots.

LEDMORE JUNCTION.

If you ever have any thoughts of replenishing anything at Ledmore

Junction forget it! Unless, of course, you are somewhat short in your

collection of large white signs, because that is exactly what is there,

nothing else!

I motor towards Bonar Bridge, turning our back on the West with

sadness. What larks! Eh Pip? (Charles Dickens) What fun! What midges!

What to do about the petrol? Here is the plan. Run the bike on tickover as

we drop towards Bonar Bridge, 28 miles away, until we run out of petrol.

I have about 3 pints in the Pratts can, so, put two pints in the bike leaving

about a pint in the can. Run the bike again until we are bone dry. Tip the

last dregs into the tank, remove the belt, pedal the outfit along the flat and

down the hills, only refitting the belt to get us up any hills we encounter.

This way we only work along the flat and can hopefully reach Bonar

Bridge, or a petrol station, before we are completely empty. Off we go!

Within a couple of miles I leave the mountains behind. Open moorland

replaces them with the reappearance of stone walls and the odd fence.

Nothing to do now except wait for the inevitable cough from the engine

as we run out of fuel. Still no traffic, the road is now single track and

tends to drop down towards Strath Oykle. Restful!.

"Attention! Sensors predict imminent Auto pilot running! Confirm

all systems on line. Countdown on my mark! Five! Four! Three!

Two! One! Engage auto pilot! Immediate unservicability reports to

the control centre! Monitor all systems!"

They are back! Forgiveness!



A Red Face! A breakfast table by Wick.

Drift................

In 1990 Pam and I were on a Lands-End to John-O-Groats trip in a 1920

AJS and sidecar. We had travelled 200 miles in atrocious weather

conditions, we were cold, wet and hungry. The light was fading fast as we

chanced upon a converted mill displaying a Bed and Breakfast sign. This

was run by a woman from Bradford married to a Pakistani. The room was

cold, water lukewarm and there was no evening meal. So! it was with

more than a passing interest that we looked forward to breakfast.

The food was good, hot and most important, there was lots of it! Our only

companions were a young woman, perhaps middle twenties and her

partner of about thirty. The girl was quiet, moved with grace and frugality

as she ate with tight lips and a downcast face. Her companion had a ruddy

complexion, a mass of wild red hair and a long unkempt beard. He

stabbed at his food, spearing it in anger, wrenching bread into his mouth

while clutching his knife and fork with strong workmanlike hands. We

made polite conversation but got no reply from the girl and an animal

grunt from the man. We ate our breakfast and discussed the coming day

and our plans. The 'Red Man', as we had named him, grunted "Tea!" A

clatter of cutlery as the girl hastened to do his bidding was followed by

another grunt of "Bread!" She passed him a roll. Pam looked at me, I

looked at Pam as we concentrated on our meal.

Silence reigned until the landlady came over to ask if everything was all

right and would we like any more toast. Never one to turn down extra

food we asked for another round and more tea! The Red Man ignored her

request completely. She returned with the toast and we discussed Wick

and what had bought a Yorkshire girl this far North.

Before she had time to answer the Red Man thundered, "Bloody English"

his fists hit the table, the young girl's head dropped lower as she

concentrated on her food. "Stealing our jobs now" he growled! Startled,

the landlady asked him what he meant.

It turned out that his ancestors had been cleared from their lands by the

Duke of Sutherland. His rage and hate for the English knew no bounds.

His face, ruddy at the beginning of this outburst, was by now bright red,

his hair and beard trembling with suppressed emotion. The poor landlady

stood amazed at this transformation. The Clearances were yesterday for



him, everything and everyone English was a source of detestation and

loathing. As he subsided into grumbles and oaths, I asked him where in

Scotland he lived. He lived in Canada. He wouldn't live in Scotland while

the English were here. He wouldn't work here, put anything into the

community, support the SNP (Those English 'puppets' he called them) or

organise anything to help the Scottish, indeed he considered the

population of Scotland as all incomers! I felt sorry for his wife, living

with a 200 year hate.

He lapsed into a brooding silence. We excused ourselves and left,

wondering why, as an ardent Anti-English Canadian Scot he paid an

Englishman to sleep in his house and eat his food? Perhaps his principles

didn't run to being cold, hungry and wet. It would have taken a braver

man than me to point this out!

"Captain, Fuel deficiency!"

I come back to reality as the bike coughs again and stops. We are just past

the Overscraig Hotel, about one third of the way to Bonar Bridge. Two

pints of petrol hit the bottom of the tank and we wend our way onward,

the throttle just cracked open to keep us chuffing along at 20 mph. In fact

at this speed the outfit has a lot in common with a steam train, it even

makes the same sounds. I sit back and watch the farmland pass.

I know someone here! A friend of mine who works in Saudi Arabia to

support an expensive habit of collecting and riding Sunbeams!

The chances of him being at home are slim of course but as the entrance

to his croft approaches I take the turn. It's only about 2 miles out of the

way and may solve the fuel problems. I get to his place, look down the

drive and see a car! Goodness! Someone is there, what luck! I leave the

bike and walk down to the house. It is a painter friend who hears me out

and gives me half a gallon of the precious fluid. This will be enough to

see me to Bonar Bridge, aren't friends great! The sun is out, midge

activity is zero, and the bike is thumping along magnificently. Three

miles down the road I come across a Post Office cum General Store and

as it is around 10am I drop in, buy some local cheese, rolls and fruit. A

good strong bench provides my table and I make a good, filling breakfast

mulling over the next section of the trip.

 History time folks! In the late 1700's the economy of the clans was based

on black cattle and men. The more he had of these two the richer the clan

chief was deemed to be. As the chiefs married and became Anglicised



there was now a need to find real money to finance their lifestyles in

Edinburgh and London. With the introduction of the Black faced Linton

sheep into the Borders here was an opportunity. The clan chiefs and lairds

could now rent their lands to sheep farmers. The problem was that the

Straths and Glens were populated by the tenants of the of the clan chief,

the clansmen, and as the sheep were deemed to need unrestricted grazing,

the chiefs cleared their own people from land which had been tenanted

for hundreds of years and generations of the same families, using the

hated "Factors"

Strathcarron by Ardgay was the scene of one of the more brutal

"Clearances" and was my next goal.

Ted Parkin

From: Kevin Bayliss [mailto:gasman-kev@hotmail.co.uk]

Subject: Website

Hi Roger,

I have started my own website for Silk motorcycles with the backing and

help of George Silk and Clive Worrall. This has been due to the fact that

there is very little help on the Scott site for Silk's.

I believe Jon Hodges spent a long time trying to get a Silk page which I

don't think has been updated since.

I have taken the liberty of linking your site to it and hope you are happy

for me to do so, if not i will remove asap.

I also have a forum, although not widely used as yet has already proved

helpful.

Good luck with your forum if you use it, as with most participants in the

recent debate, where do you look for info before you buy anything.

Kevin Bayliss

www.silk-motorcycles.com



Bikes and Bits for sale.

We have again been asked if we can put a “For Sale” Page in the

Newsletter. Herewith. We will leave adverts up until informed that they

are no longer available. (Please let us know!)

As usual, NO Warranty is implied by the compilers for any advert.

Scott Tank. Repainted (Wrong colour) together with fittings and plated

tops £360 inc p&p Ted Parkin   editorejp@live.co.uk



Video links

Lars Janssen video   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6z4deVlmnQc

VMCC Racing Youtube Snetterton 1986

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjHuN_Fbang

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4S_tv8ZSj_c

I have uploaded about 8 or so videos regarding bikes (Henderson

restoration), but not Scott as I have only just acquired one.

Regards

Robin Eliovson:

Timing chain tensioner

 ANTHONY TAYLOR anthony.taylor195@btinternet.com

Subject: Timing chain

Thought you might like to see my timing chain anti-wip device, it works

a treat.

No rattle, I must get a few more miles on it then check it again.



Moss Scott at Woodbridge

Jampot top in the exhaust! Golly! (joke!)



Drawing of a three speed box in second gear, which is the position to use

for setting the linkages as described in the previous newsletter

This is a screen capture of a CAD drawing so I hope it is useable

I have drgs of all gear positions for both three and four speed boxes

Roger



From Catrina Sargent at a somewhat damp rally in Oz

scott pic

Catrina Sargent [o:csargent@vic.australis.com.au



 Now Check This Out!!!!!!!!!!
From: mirko-heinrich@freenet.de [mailto:mirko-heinrich@freenet.de]



Supplier List

Carburettors

If you want good expert information and parts about carburettors

contact

Don Payne

Hitchcocks M/cs

Amal Specialists

Rosmary Cott, Oldham Lane West

Chadwick End, Solihull

W Mids B93 0DL

UK

Tel 01564 783 192

Fax 01564 783313

info@hitchcocksmotorcycles.com

www.hitchcocksmotorcycles.com

If you have problems that the special Scott carburettor body is worn,

Jon Hodges could

make a new body - jon@myddfai.com

If you want a more modern replacement, then Moss Engineering can

supply an adaptor

to fit the Scott crankcase and a Mark 1 Amal concentric carburettor.

***********************************************************

*************************************

Petrol / Oil Tanks and Tool Boxes

Down to the last few traditional Biscuit Tin Petrol tanks, also Traditional

separate oil

tanks and Tool boxes.

Colin Morris

The Conifers, Noke Lane,

St Albans

Herts AL2 3NX

UK Tel 01923 671 441

Sorry no email connection

***********************************************************

****************************

Fork Repairs

Elk Engineering.

Contact Jake Robbins.

Tel 01424 445460.

Mobile 07986 254144.



elkforks@aol.com

I've had two pairs of Webb forks repaired/restored by Jake and he

does a great job. He

will straighten or retube (even taper tubes) and supply spindles,

bushes and most other

parts.

***********************************************************

*************************************

Magnetos / Ignition Systems

New Self generating electronic Magnetos. Vintage appearance

BT-H Magnetos Ltd Leicestershire UK

www.bt-h.biz/index2.htm

BTH and Lucas Magnetos rebuilt for over 40 years

Fred Cooper

Tel UK (0) 1732 822030

Special ignition systems

Rex Caunt Racing

www.rexcauntracing.com/

Spark Plugs

NGK Co We use NGK spark plugs in our racer with complete

confidence. Check out

this website for info:

www.ngksparkplugs.com/techinfo/spark_plugs/techtips.asp?nav=310

00&country=US

And this one for the UK

www.ngkntk.co.uk/

***********************************************************

**************************************

Instruments

Rev Counters Electronic. “Scitsu” Pick up from HT lead. Vintage in

appearance, works

with mags.

Dawson Harmsworth Ltd.

PO Box 3606

Sheffield S6 2YZ

Tel UK 0114 233 7460

***********************************************************

*************************************

Engine and Transmission Parts, Rebuilds, Services

Scott big end roller plates

Laurie Erwood (SOC member)

laurieandval@erwood208.fsnet.co.uk

Piston Rings Made to order



Phil Daintree

22 Hawkstone Road

Whitefield, Manchester N45 7PJ - UK

Tel UK 0161 766 4487

Oil seals and O rings

Rhondama Ltd

5-6 Windmill Rd. Ind Est.

Loughborough

Leics LE11 1RA - UK

enquiries@rhondama.co.uk

Engraving - degree graduations on flywheels, Crank screws, etc

Robinson Engraving

15 Ruskin Avenue, Syston,

Leics, LE7 2BY – UK

Tel UK 0116 260 5998

Hard Chrome plating including bores

Michrome Electro Plating Coventry UK

www.michrome.co.uk

Scott Engine and transmission rebuilding Specialist in 2 speed gears

Ken Lack

5 Norton Lees Square

Sheffield S8 8SP - UK

Tel UK 0114 281 1250

Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding

Sam Pearce Motorcycles

Unit 5, Stanley Lane Ind Est,

Stanley Lane,

Bridgenorth

WV16 4FS

01746 762743

Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding, New sports engines etc.

Any challenging

engineering project. Scott technical information on website

Moss Engineering

www.mossengineering.co.uk

33 Kings Lane,

South Croxton,

Leics., LE7 3RE

UK

Tel (0) 1664 840215

Fax (0) 1664 840215

Silk Spares (clutches)

Clive Worrall



"Foxtwood", Foxt Road

Froghall Wharf

Staffordshire Moorlands

ST10 2HT

T 01538 266160

clive@foxtwood.fsnet.co.uk

***********************************************************

**************************************

Castings

Engineering Patterns for quality replacement castings. Melton

Mowbray UK

Tony Pacey ( Tony has made my patterns for 35 years – says it all!)

james.pacey1@ntlworld.com

Aluminium Castings. Top quality floor moulding in high strength

aluminium. Heads,

barrels, cases etc.

Accrite Aluminium Ltd.

Unit 10, South Leicester Ind Est

Beverage Lane, Ellistown,

Leicester LE67 1EU

Tel UK 01530 263 038

Iron Castings including Malleable iron brake drums etc

www.castmetalsfederation.com/home.asp

Metalcast (Bilston) Ltd

93 Wolverhampton Street

Bilston WV14 0LU –UK

***********************************************************

*************************************

Brake and Clutch Linings

Brake Linings, Clutch linings, British bike spares.

Supreme Motorcycles Earl Shilton UK

www.suprememotorcycles.co.uk

Clutch plates

Sam Pearce Motorcycles

Unit 5, Stanley Lane Ind Est,

Stanley Lane,

Bridgenorth

WV16 4FS

01746 762743

***********************************************************

*************************************

Cycle Parts

Tyres, oil, all types of accessories



Ken Inwood. Hersham Racing Service

173 Hersham Road,

Hersham Nr Walton on Thames

Surrey

Tel UK 01932 229 547

Control Cables

T Johnson (Cables) G.B.

cableman@btinternet.com

Rubber saddles

John Budgen Motorcycles

Toddington UK

PH/FAX: 011 44 1242 621495

Rubber / Dunlop Drilastic type saddles

Terry Doyle

Kick start springs-$20, Stainless dog bone dampers engraved-$80 set,

Ribbed brake

drums ala TT Rep or plain $300, Sprockets dished $300. Looking for

1920 Motor can

swap other bits let me know your needs. Terry Doyle,

Melbourne,

Australia

tdoyle@alphalink.com.au

***********************************************************

*************************************

General Spares

Scott Owners Club Spares Scheme (Please note the SOC Spares

Scheme can only

sell to SOC members)

www.scottownersclub.org/spares/

***********************************************************

**************************************

Services

Dynomometer setting up and tuning.

Operating a dyno is not enough. For good setting up you need a

water brake dyno and

a really skilled engine specialist who can interpret the readings.

Absolutely the best

way to set up any engine.

Dave Holmes

Coventry

UK

dholmes@250mov.freeserve.co.uk



Authentication of Scott Motorcycles by SOC Registrar. Send details

and photo by post

with SAE or by email to:

Ian Parsons

Musterpit House

Winwick

Northampton

NN6 6NZ

ihparsons@tiscalil.co.uk

***********************************************************

**********************************

Literature

Technicalities – Bill Jamieson’s compilation of technical articles

www.scotttechnicalities.com.au

High quality black and white photocopy sets of manufacturer's

original literature

www.brucemain-smith.com

***********************************************************

************************************

Garage Equipment

Hydraulic bike lifts in all sizes

Amy Holder

Amoir Motorcycle Accessories

http://www.freewebs.com/amoir_1/

Meridan

Coventry

UK

Tel UK (0)7714 273247

amydholder@hotmail.com

Please note that Amy is the granddaughter of Matt Holder who

rescued the Scott name

and produced the Birmingham Scott’s.

Your Scott should be cared for on a lift from those who help us


